OPTION 1 FOR VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL MOUNTING

MAST-ARM FRONT VIEW WITH POLE EXTENSION

POLE MOUNTED FRONT VIEW

NOTE 1:
All sign sheeting shall be of diamond grade material with vip legend.
Font style shall be "Hwy C".

DOUBLE-NAME SIGN

SINGLE-NAME SIGN
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OTHER MOUNTING OPTIONS

OPTION 2
(Can be used in place of Option 1 steel banding – See Notes 1, 2 & 3)

Sign to be riveted to extruded aluminum sign mounting brackets as in Option 1

OPTIONS 3
(See Notes 1, 2 & 3)

Sign to be bolted to hanger arms

NOTE 2:
All other sign & mounting specifications to be followed from Option 1, except for steel strapping.

NOTE 3:
Options 1, 2 & 3 can also be used for R-3 Series signs.
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